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ABSTRACT
We des ribe d-spa es, a repli a ontrol proto ol de ned in

terms of quorum sets on multidimensional logi al stru tures.
Our study is performed in the ontext of transa tional repli a
ontrol proto ols that support the strongest form of repli a
onsisten y guarantees, one- opy serializability. This work is
primarily motivated by asymmetri al a ess patterns, where
the number of read a esses to data are dominant relative to
update a esses, i.e. where the onsisten y proto ols should
be read-few write-many.
We show that quorums on d-spa es are optimal with respe t
to quorum group sizes (message omplexity). We present a
detailed availability analysis for read and write operations.
For highly asymmetri al a ess patterns, our approa h approximates the read-one write-all proto ol with respe t to
read eÆ ien y, while maintaining on gurable levels of availability for write operations. Spe i ally, we show that implementing a read-few write-many repli a proto ol using dspa es yields both superior operation availability, as well as
message omplexity, to the hierar hi al quorum onsensus
method.

1.

INTRODUCTION

We des ribe a method for de ning repli a quorum groups
on multi-dimensional logi al stru tures. Our ontribution is
twofold. First, we argue that implementing read-few writemany repli a ontrol proto ols using our approa h is superior to existing methods from the eÆ ien y as well as
availability standpoint. We provide analyti bounds that
are independent of whether the method is implemented using lo al onne tivity or global views. Se ond, unlike other
stru tured quorum approa hes, we propose using lo al onne tivity instead of global views to arrange the sites into a
logi al stru ture. This addresses the inherent rigidity of logial stru tures based on global views, and allows membership
hanges without requiring global re on guration phases. A
lo al re on guration proto ol is run to eliminate holes in the
stru ture reated by failing sites.
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Data repli ation is used in distributed systems to in rease
data availability, and to improve the a ess eÆ ien y to a
data item. Storing opies of data at multiple sites in reases
the likelihood of data remaining a essible to users despite
host and ommuni ation failures. Having multiple up-todate opies of data o ers a hoi e at retrieval time, and
allows the system to eÆ iently fet h a opy that is lo ally
present or at a nearby site. The bene ts of repli ation ome
at the pri e of omplex and expensive syn hronization me hanisms needed to maintain the onsisten y and integrity of
data. The overhead indu ed by repli a ontrol proto ols is
in dire t relation with the onsisten y guarantees o ered.
The stronger these guarantees are, the less eÆ ient and less
available are operations performed on repli ated data items.
Ideally, the set of all opies of an obje t should appear as a
single item to lients. Further, eÆ ient s hemes are desirable in the sense that only a small fra tion of the set of all
opies should be a essed per operation. This is espe ially
important for read operations, whi h tend to represent the
dominant a ess mode to data for most appli ation lasses.
Finally, we would like to a hieve both stri t onsisten y and
operational eÆ ien y without sa ri ing the availability of
data, as this is the main reason for repli ating data.
The onsisten y ondition referred to is one- opy equivalen e [7℄. Coupled with serializable exe utions that many
databases provide, the orre tness riteria for repli a ontrol proto ols in transa tional environments is one- opy serializability [6℄. Among the repli a ontrol proto ols that
an a hieve one- opy serializability | when used in onjun tion with appropriate me hanisms for on urren y ontrol (e.g. two-phase lo king), and atomi ommitment (e.g.
two-phase ommit) | we identify the read-one write-all approa h (ROWA) [4℄, the primary- opy approa h [24℄, the
quorum onsensus s heme [11℄, and the available opies
method [12℄.
The read-one write-all approa h is one of the simplest proto ols for managing repli ated data. Read operations are
allowed to read any opy, and write operations are required
to write all opies. The read-one write-all proto ol is imbalan ed: reads are exe uted at a very low ost and are
highly available. Write operations, on the other hand, are
ineÆ ient and have very low availability even ompared to
the ase when data is not repli ated: all opies need to be
operational for a write to pro eed.

The quorum onsensus proto ol generalizes the read-one
write-all approa h by enfor ing a relaxed quorum interse tion ondition: read and write operations need only interse t in a pairwise fashion on at least one site. The low write
availability of the read-one write-all proto ol is addressed
at the expense of more ostly read operations. One lass of
quorum proto ols (e.g. the grid proto ol [9℄, the tree protool [2℄, and the hierar hi al quorum onsensus proto ol [16℄)
a hieve eÆ ien y by imposing a logi al stru ture on the set
of opies, and using stru tural information to reate interse ting quorums. Operations have low message omplexity,
but quorums on logi al stru tures are vulnerable to spe i
site failures and result in degraded operation availability.
There is a lear trade-o between the eÆ ien y of a quorum proto ol and its operational availability. The breakeven point of this trade-o depends primarily on the logi al
stru ture (or the la k thereof) that arranges parti ipating
sites. In this paper we de ne a new quorum proto ol based
on logi al stru tures, d-spa e quorums, and argue that its
eÆ ien y as well as its availability are superior to existing
proto ols. In parti ular, we show that implementing a readfew write-many repli a proto ol using d-spa es yields superior operation availability as well as message omplexity to
the hierar hi al quorum onsensus method.
Sites parti ipating in d-spa e quorums are arranged in a ddimensional spa e, and quorum groups are formed through
subspa e proje tion. De ning quorums on d-spa es is shown
to be optimal with respe t to quorum group sizes (message
omplexity). For highly asymmetri al a ess patterns, our
approa h approximates the read-one write-all proto ol with
respe t to read eÆ ien y, while maintaining a eptable levels of availability for write operations. The method subsumes some of the existing repli a ontrol proto ols su h
as read-one write-all, and the Grid proto ols. Further, dspa e repli a quorums are highly exible in the sense that
arbitrary read/write a ess ratios an easily be modeled.
Finally, read a esses an be exe uted orders of magnitude
more eÆ iently than updates without ompromising the availability of either.
The remainder of this paper is stru tured as follows. In Se tion 2 we brie y des ribe existing quorum proto ols with emphasis on stru tured quorums. Among the stru tured quorum approa hes, the hierar hi al quorum onsensus s heme
re eives spe ial attention. Se tion 3 de nes quorum sets
on multi-dimensional spa es, argues about the optimality
of the approa h with respe t to ommuni ation omplexity,
and shows how the read-few write-many proto ol an be implemented using d-spa es. In Se tion 4 we arry a detailed
availability analysis and ompare the performan e of our approa h with the hierar hi al quorum onsensus method. A
re on guration me hanism that ombines lo al onne tivity
and global views is dis ussed in Se tion 5. We summarize
our ndings and on lude the paper in Se tion 6.

2.

RELATED WORK

Quorum proto ols have re eived a lot of interest both in the
database and the distributed systems ommunities. Repli a
ontrol proto ols based on quorum s hemes an guarantee
one of the strongest onsisten y onditions for repli ated
data, namely one- opy equivalen e. If oupled with on ur-

ren y ontrol me hanisms that interleave the exe ution of
transa tions in a serializable fashion, one- opy serializability results.
Syn hronization takes pla e by de ning groups of sites that
need to agree before laun hing an a tivity, and requiring
the interse tion of groups de ned for on i ting a tivities.
A read operation on a opy on i ts with all write operations on any opy of the obje t. A write operation on a
opy on i ts with all read and write operations. We will
refer to the group of sites needed to perform a read (write)
operation as the quorum group for that operation. The olle tion of read (write) quorum groups is alled a read (write)
quorum set. Thus, any element of a read quorum set must
interse t all elements of a write quorum set, whi h in turn
must interse t among themselves in a pairwise fashion.

2.1 Voting

Gi ord de nes quorum sets in terms of weighted voting [11℄
for syn hronizing on urrent a esses to shared les. If the
total number of votes is v , vr votes are needed to read a
le, and vw votes are needed to write a le, su h that (i)
vr + vw > v and (ii) 2vw > v . A site an be assigned more
than one vote, and the distribution of votes to sites need not
be uniform. Version ve tors are used to identify the latest
update, and lo king is used to guarantee serial onsisten y.
Weighted voting does not assume a logi al stru ture of opies
when realizing quorums. Further, for symmetri al quorum
on gurations (vr  vw ) the approa h an tolerate failures
of up to half of the parti ipating sites. In this ase however
the ommuni ation osts are high as ea h transa tion involves a essing half the opies. Weighted voting an model
s enarios where read operations dominate a esses to data
(vr  vw ). In su h ases, weighted voting approximates the
read-one write-all approa h both with respe t to its poor
write availability, as well as its high osts for write operations. In fa t, the read-one write-all proto ol is a spe ial
ase of voting assignment for whi h vr = 1, and vw = v .
The notion of quorum sets is losely related to oteries as
de ned by Gar ia-Molina and Barbara [10℄. In oteries,
an added minimality ondition is imposed upon quorums
groups, and no distin tion is made between di erent types
of quorum group on i ts. For eÆ ien y reasons, quorum
sets exploit this distin tion between read and write operations. The authors also show that quorum based s hemes
are more expressive than voting. More exa tly, there are
quorum sets that annot be modeled through voting assignments su h that mutual ex lusion is still guaranteed.
Thomas de nes majority quorums as quorum sets for whi h
ea h quorum group ontains a majority of opies [26℄. Again,
this is a spe ial ase of weighted voting for whi h vr = vw =
bv=2 + 1. As note above, this assignment provides the best
symmetri availability for read and write operations. The
repli a ontrol proto ol proposed by Thomas uses timestamps [17℄ instead of version ve tors to syn hronize a esses
to a repli ated database. When timestamps are used, interse tion of write quorum groups is not ne essary [25℄, while
read quorums still need to interse t write quorums. Di erent non-interse ting writes are registered with unique timestamps generated from a totally ordered domain, and a read

operation will be able to identify the latest update as long
as it interse ts with all write quorums. A similar te hnique
(logs with timestamped entries and non-interse ting writes)
has been used by Herlihy [13℄ in de ning a general onsensus
method for abstra t data types that extends the read/write
semanti s of operations on data.

2.2 Structured Quorums

Quorum sets de ned on logi al stru tures use stru tural information to de ne interse ting quorum groups. We brie y
present the Grid proto ol, the tree proto ol, and the hierarhi al quorum onsensus proto ol.
Maekawa proposed using nite proje tive planes to obtain a
distributed mutual ex lusion proto ol [18℄ where the number of sites onta ted
p per transa tion (a quorum group) is
on the order of O( N ). As an alternative proto ol having the same performan e hara teristi s, Maekawa further
suggested p
organizing
p the sites in a two dimensional grid. Assuming a N  N logi al grid, a site requesting the lo k
would onta t all the sites found in some arbitrary line and
olumn of the grid. Every two pairs of lines and olumns
interse t ea h other, and orre t arbitration is ensured for
lo k grant/release primitives. Starting with Maekawa's nite proje tive planes approa h and given his onditions,
it an easily be shown that the solution is optimal. More
exa tly, quorum sets su h that (i) ea h quorum group has
(roughly) the same number of elements, and (ii) ea h element appears in (roughly) the samepnumber of groups, will
onsist of quorum groups having O( N ) elements.
Maekawa's mutual ex lusion proto ol has inspired Cheung
el al. in developing the Grid repli a ontrol proto ol [9℄.
Quorum groups for read operations onsist of one line, and
quorum groups for write operations onsist of one line and
one olumn. The authors observe that instead of a line, for
both read and write quorums, a more relaxed on guration
that requires one node in ea h olumn (a olumn over ) an
be employed. Two-phase lo king is used for on urren y
ontrol and timestamp ordering is mentioned as an alternative s heme.
p The Grid proto ol has low ommuni ation
osts (O( N )), and is best suited for s enarios where the
frequen y of read and write operations are on the same order.
The tree proto ol proposed by Agrawal and El Abbadi organizes the set of opies in a binary tree with log N levels [2℄.
A quorum group is formed by in luding all the sites in some
arbitrary path from the root to a leaf. If a site along a path
is unavailable, the quorum group is formed by substituting
the failed site with the two hild nodes of that site, and ontinuing re ursively along both paths to the leaf level of the
tree. The tree proto ol features the lowest message omplexity (O(log N )) among all stru tured quorum s hemes,
assuming no site failures. In the presen e of failures, the algorithm degrades gra efully as progressively more sites are
involved in a quorum group, for a maximum of N=2 (when
all sites on all levels but the leaf level have failed).
Despite its low ommuni ation osts and good toleran e to
site failures, the tree proto ol is less appealing when onsidering the distribution of a esses over the set of opies.
The root site is part of all quorum groups (assuming no fail-

ures), while a leaf site is part of N=2 times fewer quorum
groups. The tree proto ol is not truly distributed and employs a weak form of de entralization to ensure ex lusion of
a esses.
Kumar extends weighted voting to voting on multiple levels
of a hierar hy omprising the set of all repli as [16℄. In
ontrast to the tree proto ol, physi al opies of obje ts are
stored only at the leaves of the tree, while all other levels
serve a logi al grouping purpose. In e e t, the proto ol
performs a hierar hi al partitioning of the repli a set. Given
a perfe tly balan ed tree with m + 1 levels (with the root on
level 0 and repli as on level m) su h that a nodeQon level i
has li+1 hildren, the overall number of repli as is m
l.A
i=1 i
node assembled on level i must in turn re ursively assemble
ri+1 (wi+1 ) of its li+1 hildren nodes on level i + 1 for a read
(write) quorum group. The root node is part of all read
(write) quorum groups. The quorum interse tion ondition
is satis ed if (i) ri + wi > li , and (ii) 2wi > li for all levels
i = 1 ; m.
A read quorum group de ned Q
by the hierar hi al quorum
onsensus s heme Qonsists of m
r opies, and a write
i=1 i
quorum groups of m
wi opies. Weighted voting an be
i=1
regarded as the spe ial ase of a two level hierar hy (m = 1).
Optimal quorum group sizes are obtained for the hierar hial onsensus method when ea h group ontains three subgroups, i.e. li = 3. In this ase symmetri al quorum groups
onsistpof N 0:63 sites, whi h is loser to the optimal omplexity O( N ) than to the default weighted voting performan e
(bN=2 + 1). Further, the hierar hi al quorum onsensus
method allows for imbalan ed quorum groups for read and
write operations to be spe i ed. For these reasons we have
hosen it to ontrast the performan e and availability of the
approa h that we advo ate in this paper.
Logi ally stru tured quorum sets annot be modeled with
voting assignments in the general ase [10, 5℄, making the
quorum onsensus approa h more appealing than weighted
voting [11℄ in a number of instan es. Multidimensional (MD) voting [5℄ addresses this problem by generalizing weighted
voting to voting in multiple dimensions. The d-spa e quorum onsensus method is on eptually di erent than MDvoting. The latter de nes an abstra t voting spa e, and requires a quorum of votes to be gathered in every dimension
of interest. However, MD-voting an emulate d-spa e quorums in a rather ineÆ ient manner. For an m by n 2-spa e
quorum set, the MD-voting mapping is a hieved by de ning
voting assignments in an n-dimensional spa e, and requiring
that a quorum of votes be gathered in all n dimensions.

3. QUORUMS FOR REPLICATED DATA

We de ne quorum groups on multi-dimensional spa es and
show how read-few write-many repli a ontrol proto ols an
be implemented using our method.

3.1 D-Space Quorums
Assume we have N repli as of a data item arranged in a
d-dimensional dis rete spa e D, and that eaQ h dimension
i in D is indexed from 1 to n , i.e. N = =1 n . D is
an abstra t spa e, and the N repli as may not ne essarily
i
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i

orrespond to physi al opies. For this reason we will refer
to hosts of repli as as nodes and not sites. In Se tion 5.2.2
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3.2 The Read-Few Write-Many Approach
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Figure 1: Example of 3-spa e read and write quorum
groups. a) A read quorum (R and R0 ) is a line and
interse ts all write quorums. A write quorum (W
and W 0 ) is a plane and a line, and interse ts all read
quorums and all other write quorums. b) A over
of a plane ( lled points) an be used instead of the
plane to form a write quorum group.
we dis uss how nodes are mapped to sites. Until then we
assume that nodes are sites.
We hoose k of the d dimensions in D, and let ui1 ; ui2 ; : : : ; uik
be k arbitrary oordinates on sele ted dimensions i1 ; i2 ; : : : ik .
Similarly, let vj1 ; vj2 ; : : : ; vjd k be arbitrary oordinates on
the rest of the d k dimensions (j1 ; j2 ; : : : ; jd k ).
We de ne subspa e U to be:
U =f(x1 ; x2 ; : : : ; xd )j
(x1 ; x2 ; : : : ; xd ) 2 D ^ (xit = uit )t=1;k g
and subspa e V to be:

V =f(x1 ; x2 ; : : : ; x )j
(x1 ; x2 ; : : : ; x ) 2 D ^ (x t = v t ) =1
d

d

j

j

t

1
sions, i.e. ni = N d for all i = 1; d. All the results presented
an easily be extended to a ount for the general ase formally de ned above. Given the new onstraints, the repli a
spa e resembles a hyper- ube in a d-dimensional spa e, with
d k
k
spa e V ontaining N d points and spa e U ontaining N d
k
points. A read quorum group will thus onsist of N d nodes
d k
k
1
while a write quorum group will onsist of N d + N d
nodes.

;d

k

(1)

g

(2)

Subspa es U and V overlap and their interse tion is minimal; there exists a single point (node) ommon to U and V .
The interse tion point is given by oordinates ui1 ; : : : ; uik ;
vj1 ; : : : ; vjd k written in anoni al order. In a 2-dimensional
spa e, U and V represent interse ting lines parallel to the
two axes. Note that U and V fa torize spa e D in the sense
that jDj=jU jjV j. Thus ea h of the two subspa es ontains
onsiderably fewer sites that the original spa e. In parti ular, the sum jU j + jV j is minimized when jU j = jV j.1
Let a read quorum group be V , and a write quorum group
be V [ U . Any two write quorum groups interse t, and
any read quorum group interse ts any other write quorum
group. The quorum interse tion property is satis ed and
reads and writes are serializable. In parti ular, one- opy
serializability [6℄ is guaranteed. On the left side of Figure 1
we illustrate read and write quorum groups for a 3-spa e
quorum set.
For larity of exposition we will assume hereafter that the
extension of the repli a spa e is the same along all dimen1 The ondition holds only when d is even and k = d=2. If
d is odd the sum jU j + jV j is minimized when k = bd=2 or
k = dd=2e.

More interesting for distributed systems are quorums sets
that are highly asymmetri al, i.e. for whi h d is relatively
high ompared to k. One su h ase is given by read quorum
1
groups onsisting of N d nodes (a line), and write quorum
d 1
1
1 nodes (a line and a
groups onsisting of N d + N d
hyper-plane). We all this instantiation of d-spa e quorum
sets the read-few write-many approa h (RFWM).
Read-few write-many repli a ontrol proto ols are amenable
to s enarios where the frequen y of read operations is orders
of magnitude higher than the frequen y of write operations.
We all the ratio of frequen ies for read and write operations
the read/write a ess ratio. The ommuni ation omplexity of a repli a ontrol proto ol is the expe ted number of
repli as to be onta ted per operation. Our goal is to minimize the proto ol's ommuni ation omplexity, irrespe tive
of operation type (i.e. read or write). Therefore, the ratio
of quorum group sizes for read and write operations should
be inverse to the read/write a ess ratio. By wr we denote
the ratio of the write quorum size to the read quorum size.
When wr equals the read/write a ess ratio, the ommuniation omplexity of a read-few write many repli a ontrol
proto ol is minimized. Any proportion of read and write operations an be modeled by hoosing appropriate values for
k and d (or more generally, for d and dimension extensions
ni ).
Fault toleran e is re e ted in the availability of the last
update (data availability), and the availability of read and
write operations. Data availability in RFWM is omparable
to that o ered by the read-one write-all proto ol: a very high
fra tion of nodes need to fail for the last update to be lost.
1
Read operations are robust: any line of N d nodes needs to
d 1
be operational for a read to su eed. There are N d andidate lines to hoose from. The read-one write-all proto ol
is deemed unsatisfa tory due to its stringent requirement
that all opies be available whenever an update o urs. The
read-few write-many approa h approximates ROWA from
an eÆ ien y standpoint, and dramati ally improves over its
1
write availability. A line of N d and an additional set of
d 1
N d
1 nodes need to be operational for a write to su essfully ommit.
Even though we de ned read and write quorum groups in
d 1
terms of proje tive subspa es, the set of N d nodes in a
write quorum group need not onform stri tly to the de nid 1
tion. We allow any over of a N d hyper-plane of nodes
to a t as the se ond omponent of a write quorum group.
A over of a hyper-plane is any set of points su h that their
proje tion overs the whole hyper-plane. For our dis rete
spa e we are interested in the minimal over of a hyper-

d 1
plane, i.e. a over having exa tly N d points. Relaxing a
write quorum group to a line ombined with the over of a
hyper-plane greatly improves the availability of write operations. On the right side of Figure 1 we show a (minimal)
over for a plane that an be part of a 3-spa e write quorum
group. Note that any of the three planes parallel to the base
of the ube is overed by the over shown.

The hoi e of stri t subspa es and overs that we advo ate
is not unique. We ould have relaxed the de nition of a
write quorum to be a hyper-plane and the over of a line.
In this ase a read quorum group would be itself the over
of a line and would have ex ellent availability. However, the
availability of write operations would be adversely a e ted
to the point of making it not substantially better than in the
read-one write-all proto ol. In Figure 1, write availability
would translate to having one of the three planes parallel to
the base of the ube fully operational.

3.3 Optimality

As noted above we expe t read and write quorum group
sizes to be inversely proportional to the a ess frequen y for
the orresponding operations. We argue that repli a ontrol proto ol using d-spa es feature optimal ommuni ation
omplexity, i.e. read and write quorum sizes are minimal for
a given a ess ratio. We require the following onstraints on
any quorum set de ned on d-spa es:

with the addition of one node we an over the interse tion
of at most k groups in the quorum set. Sin e there are kN=r
quorum groups, at least N=r nodes need be added to W to
over the interse tion of all groups in the quorum set.
Theorem 1. Read quorum sets de ned using d-spa es are
optimal with respe t to quorum group size for any read/write
a ess ratio wr . Write quorum sets are optimal within a
fa tor of 2.

We assume that k and d exist su h that N d 
k
N
and de ne d-spa e read quorum groups of size N d
d k
k
and write quorum groups of size N d + N d 1 in the usual
d k
k
k
manner. We have that (N d + N d
1)=N d = O(w=r),
and the quorums satisfy the read/write a ess ratio.
d k

Proof.

k
d wr ,

k

A read quorum group ontains N d nodes. Every node appears in exa tly one of the read quorum groups. In fa t, the
read quorum set de nes a partition on the set of all opies,
where ea h member of the partition has the same number of
nodes. Conditions QS1-3 are thus satis ed and by Lemma 1
we have that write quorum groups must ontain at least
d k
d k
d k
k
N d elements. Sin e N d + N d 1  2N d (assuming
k  d k), we have that write quorum groups are within a
fa tor of 2 from the optimal size.
k

QS1 Ea h read (write) quorum group in the set has r (w)

nodes. The ondition ensures that the message omplexity of an operation is independent of the quorum
group hosen.

QS2 Ea h node appears in at least one quorum group. The

Read quorum groups annot ontain less than N d nodes
sin e that would proportionately in rease the size of write
quorums (as given by Lemma 1). This would break the
read/write a ess ratio. Thus, read quorum groups are optimal with respe t to size.

QS3 Ea h node is ontained in the same number of quorum

Note that write quorum groups are within a fa tor of 2 from
k
optimality due to their V subspa e omponent (N d ). For
d k
k
read-few write-many proto ols we have that N d  N d ,
and write quorum sizes are themselves lose to optimality.

Given onditions QS1-3, Theorem 1 states the optimality of
the approa h. The following Lemma will help us prove the
theorem.

We show how k and d an be hosen su h that the a ess
ratio ondition is satis ed. Given N nodes and a ess ratio
wr we are looking for quorum sizes for write and read operations, w and r, su h thatp(i) w = N=r, and
p(ii) wr = w=r.
Thus we have that w = Nwr and r = N=wr . N an
be fa torized in the list of its prime fa tors. Ea h prime
fa tor in the list appears as many times as its power of fa torization. The list an then be partitioned in two sublists
su h that the multipli ation of prime fa tors in one list approximates w, and in the se ond list approximates r.

ondition ensures that all opies are used e e tively.

groups. The ondition ensures uniform load sharing
over the set of all opies (assuming quorum groups are
sele ted uniformly at random when performing operations).

Lemma 1. A set W that interse ts all elements of a read
quorum set satisfying onditions QS1-3 ontains at least w =
N=r elements.
Proof. Assume ea h node is ontained in k distin t quorum groups (by QS3). We also have that k > 0 (by QS2).
The total number of nodes, onsidering all dupli ates as distin t elements, is kN . Sin e there are r nodes in ea h quorum group (by QS1), there are kN=r groups in the quorum
set.

We onstru t W starting with the empty set, su h that W
interse ts all kN=r quorum groups. Every node added to
W is ontained in exa tly k of the groups, and will ensure
the interse tion of W with the orresponding groups. Thus,

Given w and r, values for k and d an easily be identi ed
d k
k
k
su h that N d approximates r, and N d + N d
1 approximates w. For the general ase, where the extension of the
repli a spa e does not have to be the same along all dimensions, we have more exibility in hoosing values for k and
d. If N has few prime fa tors (e.g. N is a prime number
itself), a neighboring number of N an be fa torized instead
of N . In this ase, a few holes will be present in the stru ture, and quorum groups ontaining the holes will not be
operational. In Se tion 5.2.2 we dis uss how nodes an be
mapped onto sites su h that N is hosen at will and any
number of physi al opies is naturally a ommodated.

3.4 Replica Control Protocol

We brie y des ribe a read-few write-many repli a ontrol
proto ol that uses quorum onsensus on d-spa es. We present
the lassi al approa h of using version numbers to identify
the latest update, and lo king to enfor e mutual ex lusion.

3.4.1 Access Semantics and Locking
Ea h opy has asso iated a version number. A read operation will read all the values of nodes in a read quorum group,
together with their version numbers. The highest ranking
version is onsidered to be the latest update of the item,
and its asso iated value is the result of the read. A write
operation will read the values of a subset of the nodes in
the write quorum group, identify the highest ranking version, and write its asso iated value to another subset of the
nodes in the group. For RFWM, a write operation will read
from a line and write to the over of a hyper-plane.
For both reads and writes, all the nodes in the orresponding quorum group are lo ked. If lo king fails for a read
group, a di erent group is hosen randomly or deterministially. Similarly, if lo king of a write group fails on the line,
the whole line needs to be repla ed. If lo king of a write
group fails on the over, the over is hanged by repla ing only the unsu essfully lo ked nodes. Lo king failures
is dete ted through timeouts. A timeout an be aused by
failed nodes or by deadlo ks. Lo king lines annot ause
deadlo ks sin e they form a partition of the repli a spa e.
Lo king overs, on the other side, an easily deadlo k two or
more on urrently exe uting write operations. If no quorum
group an be lo ked it means the system is unavailable due
to massive node failures. We dis uss fault toleran e in Se tion 5. Note that performing operations on quorum groups
an bene t from multi ast servi es provided at the network
or appli ation layer.
The lo king pro edure des ribed above provides transa tional semanti s for a esses, and ensures one- opy serializability. If single-a ess semanti s is desired, read quorums
need not be lo ked. A read operation an be performed by
reading a read quorum group and identifying the value with
the highest ranking version. Similarly, the read omponent
of a write quorum (a line for RFWM) need not be lo ked for
write operations. However, the write omponent of a write
quorum group needs to be lo ked to guarantee (single) update onsisten y.

3.4.2 Locking and Replication Granularity
The performan e of a repli a ontrol proto ol also depends
on the update semanti s, and the granularity of lo ks and
of the repli ated obje ts.
Update atomi ity an be de ned irrespe tive of the size of
a data item. The ost of performing an update grows in
proportion to both the size of the data item (lo king granularity), as well as the number of items updated (write quorum size). Partial writes allow updates to o ur on granularity smaller than the lo king granularity. Distributed lesystems bene t from partial writes semanti s (e.g. Coda [22℄,
E ho [14℄) sin e they usually o er lo king granularity on a
le, or even larger data units. Performing partial updates
in version-based repli a ontrol proto ols omes at the pri e
of more omplex algorithms. This is be ause only the most

re ent version of a data item an safely be repla ed through
a partial write in su h proto ols. We assumed total update
semanti s in the des ription above.
Repli ation granularity is orthogonal to lo king granularity,
and a e ts the state maintained per data item by the repli a
ontrol proto ol. At one extreme, repli ation granularity is
the same as lo king granularity. In this ase, a d-spa e needs
to be maintained individually for ea h obje t. The exibility
of sele tively repli ating obje ts at nodes (and thus allowing
ne-grained ontrol over the amount of repli ated state),
is a hieved through high proto ol state storage osts. At
the other extreme, the granularity of repli ation is given by
the set of all data items that the system manages. A node
will repli ate either all obje ts or none. Only one d-spa e
needs to be maintained in this ase for the whole database,
le-system, et ., keeping the proto ol's state overhead to
a minimum. In between the two extremes, various tradeo s between proto ol state and repli ation exibility an be
attained by repli ating data items in group.
Note that for the ase when the granularity of repli ation
overs all data items, obje ts need not be e e tively repliated at all sites. Instead, some of the nodes an maintain
pointers to other nodes that a tually store the repli a. When
a request arrives at a node holding a pointer, the request is
forwarded to the node storing the repli a. The ost of storing a repli a is repla ed by the ost of storing a pointer to it.
However, node failures are orrelated. When a node fails,
all nodes that hold pointers to the failed node will logi ally
fail as well. This also implies that node failure semanti s
hanges. A node an be onsidered as failed for some data
items (for whi h the node holds pointers to failed nodes),
but operational for other data items (for whi h the nodes
stores a tual repli as).

4. AVAILABILITY ANALYSIS

We establish the availability of read and write operations as
well as the availability of the last update. We assume that
the network is reliable, node failures are both independent
and fail-stop [23℄, and all nodes are identi al. Let p be the
probability of a node being operational, i.e. the node's availability. Note that sin e all nodes have the same availability,
the optimal vote assignment for the voting proto ol is one
where all nodes are assigned one vote ea h [27℄. The probability of nding m operational nodes among the N nodes is
given by the binomial distribution:

b(N; m; p) =



N
m

4.1 Data Availability



p (1 p)
m

N

m

(3)

Data availability is expressed in terms of the probability that
the last update of an item is a essible on at least one of the
nodes that stores a opy. Sin e the last update is given by
the last su essfully exe uted write operation, at the time of
d 1
the update N d sites have ommitted the new value. The
probability that at least one of these sites will survive until
the next update o urs is given by:
d 1
D
(4)
= 1 (1 p)N d
Note that data availability depends on the size of a write
quorum, and thus impli itly aptures the logi al stru ture

of a d-spa e. However, it does not depend dire tly on the
parti ular organization of sites that is imposed by d-spa es.
The same formula applies to any s heme that updates quod 1
rums of the given size (in this ase N d ), in luding the
voting approa h, other logi ally stru tured quorums, et .

4.2 Read Availability

The availability of read operations is the probability that
the system allows the operation to perform su essfully assuming no state hanges while it is in progress. A read is
1
su essful if at least one line of N d 1sites an be a essed. A
line is available with probability pN d , while m sele ted lines
are available with probability:
1
mN d
(5)
line (m) = p
d 1
Knowing that there are N d potential lines to hoose from,
the availability of read operations is given by:
d 1
R
N d
line (1))
RFWM = 1 (1
(6)
1 d 1
= 1 (1 pN d )N d
The availability of read operations in the Grid proto ol is
di erent than in RFWM even when onsidering a 2 dimend 1
1
sional repli a spa e for whi h N d = N d (sin e d = 2).
The Grid proto ol targets symmetri al s enarios for whi h
the expe ted frequen y of read and write operations is approximately the same (wr  1). A write in Grid is performed similar to 2-spa es, by lo king a olumn and a over
of all olumns. However, a read is performed by lo king the
over of all olumns, as opposed to lo king a olumn.
The
p p
read availability is thus greatly improved in the N  N
2-dimensional spa e ase and is given by [9℄:
1 1
R
N2 N2
(7)
GRID = (1 (1 p) )
Note that the repli a ontrol proto ol advo ated in Grid
works well only for symmetri al spa es. The Grid analog
for the RFWM approa h would in lude in a read quorum
a over of a line, and in a write quorum a hyper-plane together with the over of a line. This would improve the read
availability over d-spa es, but would adversely a e t write
availability to the point of making the proto ol unusable. To
summarize, if the di eren e between read and write quorum
sizes is substantial, quorum groups should be de ned using
the d-spa e approa h, otherwise they should be de ned using the Grid approa h. For purposes of this study we are
primarily interested in asymmetri al s enarios, and thus we
will not establish the break-even point.
The read availability of the hierar hi al quorum onsensus
is expressed re ursively at ea h level. A logi al node on level
i is onsidered available if at least ri+1 of its li+1 hildren
are available. The availability of read operations, R
H QC ,
orresponds to the availability of the root node, while ea h
leaf node is operational with independent probability p [16℄:
R
HQC = 0
li+1
X  li+1
R
i =
j
j =ri+1
R
m = p
R



j
( R
i+1 ) (1

+1 ) i+1

R
i

l

j

(8)

For referen e we also present the read availability of the
read-one write-all approa h, and the weighted voting approa h. 2

4.3 Write Availability

The availability of write operations is the probability that
the system allows the operation to su eed assuming no state
hanges while it is in progress. A write is su essful if one
1
line of N d nodes together with a over of a hyper-plane
d 1
of N d nodes an be a essed. Note that dsin1 e the line
already overs one node in the plane, only N d
1 nodes
need to be overed. More generally, a write is su essful if
d 1
m lines and a over of N d m nodes are operational.
The over of a hyper-plane of m nodes is available if there is
at least one available node in ea h of the m orresponding
lines. We further require that ea h su h line not be fully
available. At least one site, but not all of them, is available
in a line with probability:
1
N d
X 1 d1
b(N ; m; p)
pointC =
(9)
m=1
1d
1d
(1 p)N
= 1 pN
The availability of a over of a hyper-plane of m sele ted
nodes is:
m
planeC (m) = ( pointC )
(10)
1d
1
= (1 pN
(1 p)N d )m
To ompute the availability of write operations we add the
probabilities for all ombinations of m available lines (5) and
d 1
N d m additional nodes available in a over (10):
d 1
N d
X  N dd 1 
d 1
W
m)
line (m)  planeC (N d
RFWM =
m
m 1
d 1
d 1
= ( line (1) + planeC (1))N d
planeC (N d )
1 d 1
= (1 (1 p)N d )N d
1
1 d 1
(1 pN d (1 p)N d )N d
(11)
The write availability of the hierar hi al quorum onsensus
approa h, W
HQC , is expressed re ursively and is similar to
the read availability of the same method (8), ex ept that
the series r1 ; r2 : : : rm is used instead of w1 ; w2 ; : : : wm when
de ning W
i . For referen e we also present the write availability of the read-one write-all approa h, and the weighted
voting approa h. 3

2 Read availability for ROWA: RROWA = 1 pN . Read
availability
PNfor weighted voting assuming one vote per node:
R
VOT = m=vr b(N; m; p).
3 Write availability for ROWA: W
N
ROWA = p . Write availability for
weighted
voting
assuming
one
vote per node:
PN
W
VOT = m=vw b(N; m; p).
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Figure 2: Operation availability for DSP and HQC
with 81 nodes and targeted a ess ratio  = 1.
wr

0

We distribute the quorums at ea h level su h that operation
availability is maximized. More exa tly, we strive for optimal write availability sin e they are the riti al omponent
with respe t to failure (i.e. onsistently having lower availability than read operations). It is beyond the s ope of this
paper, but it an be shown that availability for write operations, given the onstraints above, is a hieved when the top
levels have wi = 3 (1  i  t), and lower levels have wj = 2
(t < j  m), and vi e-versa.

4.4.1 Operational Availability
Figure 2 shows read and write availability as a fun tion of
site reliability for d-spa es and hierar hi al quorum onsensus. 81 nodes are onsidered, arranged in a 34 hierar hy
for HQC, and a 9  9 2-dimensional spa e for DSP. This
arrangement aptures balan ed read and write a ess frequen ies (wr = 1). In this ase, the read availability for
d-spa es is derived using the Grid quorum de nitions and
given by (7). Read and write availability urves for HQC
overlap due to the symmetry of read and write quorum definitions for wr = 1. Operation availability in d-spa es for
a 9  9 spa e is similar to the Grid proto ol and is highly

0.8

1

wr

1

Operation availability [probability]

Hierar hi al quorum onsensus is optimal when ea h logi al
group is de omposed in three subgroups, and the resulting
hierar hy is perfe tly balan ed. We hoose the number of
nodes with respe t to su h riteria, i.e. N = 3m (li = 3).
The quorum interse tion ondition is satis ed if (i) ri + wi >
3, and (ii) 2wi > 3. Possible ombinations for establishing
appropriate quorums at ea h node are (ri = 1; wi = 3) and
(ri = 2; wi = 2). Thus, a read quorum will ontain 1t 2m t
sites, and a write quorum will ontain 3t 2m t sites, for some
t su h that 0  t  m and 3t  wr .
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Figure 3: Operation availability for DSP and HQC
with 729 nodes and targeted  = 9.

4.4 D-Space vs. Hierarchical Quorums

We ompare the ommuni ation omplexity and operation
availability of d-spa es (referred to as DSP) and the hierar hi al quorum onsensus methods (referred to as HQC).
We will examine both symmetri al s enarios, where the a ess ratio is lose to 1, and skewed s enarios, where read
operations dominate a esses to data. The results shown
orrespond to formulas derived in the previous se tions.
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Figure 4: Operation availability for DSP and HQC
with 6; 561 nodes and targeted  = 81.
wr

asymmetri al. This in fa t is onsidered to be the main
argument against using the Grid proto ol for symmetri al
a ess patterns.
In Figures 3{5 we present operation availability in HQC and
DSP for in reasing a ess ratios, wr = 9, wr = 81, and
wr = 729. In Figure 3, 729 nodes are onsidered arranged
in a 36 hierar hy for HQC, and a 999 3-dimensional spa e
for DSP. Similarly, 6; 561 (59; 049) nodes are onsidered in
Figure 4 (Figure 5) arranged in a 38 (310 ) hierar hy for HQC,
and a 4 (5)-dimensional spa e for DSP.
Starting with wr = 9, HQC and DSP hange pla es as far as
availability symmetry for read and write operations is onerned. For wr = 9, DSP is almost perfe tly balan ed, for
wr = 81 is well balan ed, and less balan ed for wr = 729.
HQC is onsistently less balan ed than DSP. Note however
that with the ex eption of Figure 3, in all three other gures
the two approa hes are equivalent if we abstra t over the degree of asymmetry, i.e. if one gains for read availability it
loses the same amount for write availability.
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Figure 5: Operation availability for DSP and HQC
with 59; 049 nodes and targeted  = 729.
wr

If the overall availability is not a e ted, the more symmetri al read and write availabilities are the, more desirable a
method is deemed. In parti ular, despite its read eÆ ien y
and good availability, the read-one write-all proto ol is onsidered unsatisfa tory due to its poor write availability. Implementing the read-few write-many (wr  1) approa h
using d-spa es will result in more balan ed, and thus better,
operation availability than using the hierar hi al quorum
onsensus method.

4.4.2 Communication Complexity
We showed that d-spa e quorum sets have optimal message
omplexity for any read/write a ess ratio. We now show
how ommuni ation osts for the hierar hi al quorum onsensus relate to d-spa es. A read in HQC has ommuni ation
ost 1t 2m t , where 3t = wr and 3m = N . The same wr
is obtained inp DSP by de ning read quorum groups of size
p
N=wr = 3m t . The ost ratio for read operations in
HQC versus DSP is given by:
 log9 ( 34 )
2m t
N
R
=p m t=

wr
(12)
 3 0:13

 N

wr

p
Note that for wr = 1, the ratio be omes N 0:63 = N whi h
is exa tly the ratio of quorum sizes for HQC and DSP in the
symmetri ase. Starting
pinmHQC
p with write
pNquorum1 sizes
t m t
(3
2
),
and
DSP
(
N=
3 t+
'
wr +
wr
p m+t
3 ), the orresponding ost ratio for write operations
is:
 log 9 ( 34 )
N
3t 2m t
3t
W
= p m t p m+t = t
3
+
1

wr
3
+ 3
(13)

wr
R
=
wr + 1
For all four gures shown, N=wr = 81 and thus R = 1:78,
while W takes values 0:94, 1:62, 1:76 and 1:78, depending
on the value of wr . Note that for a given wr , the ratio
of ommuni ation osts for both read and write operation
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ρwr=729, read
ρwr=729, write
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Figure 6:
Communi ation omplexity ratio
(HQC/DSP) for read and write operations as
fun tion of system size and a ess ratio.
grows with N . In Figure 6 we show how R and W vary
with system size for some of the used a ess ratios (9, 81,
and 729).
Implementing the read-few write-many approa h using dspa es will result in a message omplexity 2{3, times lower
than implementing it using the hierar hi al quorum onsensus method. Beside saving network resour es this also materializes in better load sharing at sites holding opies, and
in reased system throughput. The expe ted in rease in system throughput is proportional to R for read operations,
and W for write operations.

5. RECONFIGURATION AND FAULT TOLERANCE

The availability study arried out previously establishes the
likelihood that exe uting read and write operations will ommit by assembling all the sites in a quorum group. A lient
exe uting an operation must assemble one quorum group
from the operation's quorum set. If no quorum group an
be assembled, the orresponding operation is blo ked and
the lient that issued the operation will not be able to make
further progress, nor will any other lient submitting subsequent requests (assuming no re overies o ur).
Stru tured quorum proto ols rely on pre-de ned identity for
parti ipating sites (given by the assignment of sites to quorum groups), and are thus less tolerant to failures than voting proto ols. Voting proto ols are more adaptable through
re on guration be ause they de ne quorums based on the
number of votes, regardless of the identity of the votes.
In this se tion we dis uss how re on guration an be performed on logi al stru tures, and address related issues su h
as repli a re overy, sites leaving or joining the network, and
adapting quorums to pro led behavior.

5.1 Global Reconfiguration

Assuming that failed opies never re over, one may be tempted
to allow operations to make progress as long as all available
opies (as opposed to all opies) in a quorum group are properly lo ked. However, one- opy serializability follows from

ordinary serializability only if two on i ting transa tions
that have on i ting a esses to a data item, have on i ting a esses to some opy of the data item [8℄. If opies that
ould expose the on i t have failed, and are not in luded
in the quorum in whi h they would otherwise be in luded,
illegal exe utions (with respe t to one- opy serializability)
an o ur.

5.1.1 Deadlock Prevention
Me hanisms are needed to ope with deadlo k situations
that arise when no quorum groups an be assembled. The
ne essary and suÆ ient ondition for a deadlo k to o ur is
that the set of failed sites in lude at least one quorum group.
If a read quorum group has failed, no write quorum group
an be assembled sin e all write groups have at least one
site in ommon with the failed group. In this ase all write
a esses are blo ked. Similarly, if a write quorum group has
failed, no read or write quorum group an be assembled and
all a esses are blo ked.
Unfortunately there is no viable solution to address deadlo ks aused by quorum group failures. Re on guring available sites after deadlo k dete tion an break the proto ol's
orre tness. For instan e, if the failed quorum group re overs after re on guration, it may serve stale data to requesting lients unaware of the re on guration. In e e t, this is
equivalent to a partitioning of the initial repli a set in two
or more fun tional subsets, whi h is learly undesirable.
However, deadlo ks an be prevented by dynami ally and
transparently adjusting quorum groups to re e t failures
and repairs in the system. In dynami voting [15℄ quorum
readjustment is performed within the proto ol for write operations. Other approa hes su h as the virtual partition algorithm [1℄, and the epo h proto ol [19, 20℄ he k for hanges
in system topology or even re on gure it as a separate transa tion, asyn hronously with regard to read and write operations. We brie y des ribe the epo h proto ol as it an
readily be applied to re on gure d-spa e quorums.

5.1.2 Reconfiguring in Epochs
The epo h proto ol [19, 20℄ infers a stru ture for the network, based on a rule and a total ordering of parti ipating
sites. This means that given any set of sites we an onstru t a logi al stru ture (a d-spa e in this ase) without
re urring to a stati mapping based on site identities. An
epo h is a set of operational sites su h that ea h site in the
epo h knows about the availability of others. The urrent
epo h des ribes the urrent state of the system. Initially,
all repli as of the data item form the urrent epo h. Epo h
he king is run periodi ally to poll all repli as in the system. If members of the urrent epo h are not a essible, or
any repli as outside the urrent epo h have been su essfully
onta ted, an attempt is made to form a new epo h.
The new epo h must ontain a write quorum of the previous
( urrent) epo h, and the set of new epo h members along
with the new epo h number is re orded on every member of
the new epo h. If network partitions o ur, the interse tion
property of quorums guarantees that the attempt to form
a new epo h will be su essful in at most one partition.
Further, a read or write operation must onta t at least
one member of the urrent epo h and therefore obtain the

urrent epo h set. The transition from one epo h to another
(quorum re-adjustment) need not be performed with every
hange in the topology, i.e. with every site failing. This gives
failing sites the opportunity to re over and will redu e the
number of adjustments performed over time. However, the
he king and re on guring pro edures should be aggressive
enough that deadlo k onditions entailed by quorum group
failures are avoided.

5.2 Local Reconfiguration

We present an alternative to global re on guration protools. The method de nes the repli a spa e independent of
the set of sites holding the physi al opies. Lo al onne tivity is ombined with a best-e ort form of global views to
a hieve seemingly ontradi ting goals: lo al re on guration
poli ies and good global laten ies.

5.2.1 Global View vs. Local Connectivity
The fa t that logi ally-stru tured quorum approa hes, are
not a ommodating to mutations (re on guring the spa e,
adding or removing nodes individually or in group) is inherent to its global view of a logi al stru ture. Flexibility is sa ri ed for the sake of eÆ ien y. At the other extreme, similar stru tures are maintained by the CAN proto ol to route
among parti ipants in peer-to-peer networks [21℄. CAN la ks
a global view and uses lo al onne tivity (ea h sites knows
its 2d immediate neighbors) to arrange the sites in d-dimensional
tori.
Re on guration is lo alized in CAN, making the approa h
more exible to respond to mutations in network topology.
However laten y is hurt as an isolated remote onta t re1
quires O(dN d ) in remental hops toward the destination.
The laten y to a ess a quorum group with lo al onne tivity is given by the spatial diameter of the spa e de ning
d 1
1
the group, i.e. N d for reads and N d for writes. Thus,
even though message omplexity is the same irrespe tive of
implementation hoi e (global view or lo al onne tivity),
the high laten y of the latter makes it prohibitive as a support me hanism for implementing stru tured quorums.
We propose a solution that ombines the advantages of global
views and lo al onne tivity. Lo al onne tivity is used in
the same spirit as in CAN. However, we do not advo ate
implementing d-spa es on top of CAN as the latter is too
heavyweight for purposes of a repli a ontrol proto ol, and
does not integrate in its failure dete tion proto ol lo king
revo ation me hanisms.

5.2.2 Mapping the Replica Space
First, we make a distin tion between the repli a (node)
spa e, and the set of sites hosting physi al opies. The
repli a spa e is a very large spa e su h that the number of
sites will never mat h the number of nodes, and will feature
high dimensionality. For instan e N = 232 , xed (d = 32).
Note that being able to hoose arbitrary values for N (in
parti ular 232 ), allows us to easily a ount for any a ess
ratio wr , within a fa tor of 2.
The node spa e is equitably divided and mapped onto the
sites su h that ea h site holds a ontiguous subspa e of it

(range mapping). This is no di erent than CAN, and we advo ate a similar proto ol for performing zone-reassignment
in the ba kground to prevent uneven fragmentation of the
node spa e. Note however that the oordinate spa e in
CAN is ontinuous, whereas our repli a spa e is dis rete
and ontains exa tly N points (nodes) arranged in a multidimensional grid.
All nodes mapped to the same site orrespond to one physial opy. In parti ular, their values and version numbers are
kept onsistent at all times: if a node is updated, the new
image is re e ted instantaneously at all other nodes mapped
to the same site. Unfortunately, despite the fa t that site
failures may be independent, node failures are not due to the
range-mapping of nodes to sites. Either all nodes mapped
to a site are operational, or none of them. However, if the
number of nodes per site is approximately the same, and the
zone of nodes mapped to any site forms a regular subspa e,
then the availability relations dedu ted in Se tion 4 and the
ommuni ation omplexity of the proto ol will hold.

5.2.3 Joining and Leaving the Structure
Se ond, we a hieve exibility to mutations through lo al
onne tivity. Ea h node has 2d neighbors in the repli a
spa e. Ea h site has as many neighboring sites as given by
the mapping of nodes to sites. Given an even and regular
(along axes) mapping, ea h site needs to maintain approximately 2d links to neighboring sites. When sites join or
leave the stru ture, we use a proto ol similar to CAN's for
routing through the grid, and for splitting and merging the
zones (subspa es) assigned to a e ted sites.
Upon joining no data transfer is ne essary. The newly joined
site will simply initialize the version numbers for its assigned
data items to null values. Upon leaving data transfer is
ne essary only if the re ipient's versions are smaller than
the leaving site's versions. Thus, even though the repli a
spa e is stati , the mapping of nodes to sites and the lo al
onne tivity allows us to support arbitrary mutations of the
network through lo al re on gurations.

5.2.4 Caching Quorum Groups
Third, we a hieve the good laten y of global views by employing a relaxed form of globality through a hing. Every
site a hes a write quorum. Sin e a write quorum in ludes
a read quorum (the line for RFWM), sites impli itly a he
a read quorum as well. Ca hing a quorum translates to
a hing a list of mappings from subspa e ranges to site identities (a site's identity an be the tuple of its network address
and port number). When a read or write request arrives at
a site, the orresponding quorum a hed at the site will be
used. Some of the mappings a hed for a quorum group may
be stale due to zone reassignments. Stale mappings are dete ted by timing out, or by onfronting the a hed mapping
with the a tual mapping.
If a stale mapping is dete ted, the orre t mapping for the
orresponding subspa e range will be identi ed by performing CAN-like routing. This pro edure an be optimized.
Routing to the zone of interest an be started at the losest
zone in the a hed quorum whose mapping has just been
validated.

Stale a hed quorums do not a e t orre tness. The proto ol's performan e would however degrade due to repeated
routings to refresh mappings, most notably when the rate of
site joining/leaving is high relative to the rate of requests.
Note that global re on guration proto ols (e.g. the epo h
proto ol) also in ur onsiderable overhead when the topology of the network hanges rapidly. Furthermore, a write
quorum must be available for global re on guration protools to su essfully re on gure the stru ture.
A proto ol is needed for ombining quorum groups a hed
at di erent sites. Read and write lo king may timeout on a
faulty site before the site re overs, or is de lared failed and
evi ted. User requests should not be delayed by transient
failures. Thus, the site that experien es a timeout when
using its a hed quorum group may want to repla e the offending mappings from the group. If the timeout o urred
on a read, then the whole quorum group needs to be repla ed sin e read quorums form a partition of the repli a
spa e. If the timeout o urred on the over omponent of
a write, only mappings that timed-out must be repla ed.
This property is highly onvenient sin e repla ing the whole
over omponent of a a hed write quorum may prove to be
expensive. Additionally, read quorums an be repla ed, or
the over omponents of write quorums an be shued, at
any time to ensure a more even distribution of mappings in
a hes. A site an use its neighbors or live sites in its a hed
quorum groups to perform quorum shuing with.

5.2.5 Fault Tolerance
Lo al onne tivity enables sites to join and leave the stru ture without invalidating existing quorums (by reating holes
in the stru ture), or requiring a global re on guration me hanism. Faulty sites that do not re over (or re over too late)
an also be eliminated through lo al re on guration. We
informally des ribe a failure dete tion proto ol that ensures
the proper transfer of zones and lo ks from the site de lared
failed to one of its operational neighbors.
They key of the proto ol lies in enfor ing that a site de lares
itself failed (upon re overy) before any of its neighbors do
so. We assume the following timeouts are in e e t. a ess
is the timeout of an individual read or write a ess. A lo k
grab/release request will timeout after a ess , and the requester will try to assemble other quorum groups. oper is
the timeout of a read or write operation. If a site has granted
its lo k to a requester and the lo k hasn't been released in
oper , it is by default onsidered to be released.
Ea h site ex hanges periodi heartbeat messages with all
its neighbors. We assume that in ommuni ado states are
symmetri : sites an either onta t ea h other both ways
or none. A site will de lare itself failed after not hearing
from any of its neighbors for at least self . The period for
heartbeat messages should be mu h smaller than self to
allow for a few ex hanges to o ur within self . A site will
tentatively de lare its neighbor failed after not hearing from
it for at least fail . When a site de lares one of its neighbors
failed, it will onta t other neighbors of the failed site to
on ur on the de ision, and evi t the failed site from the
stru ture if ne essary.
We have the following timing onstraints: a ess

 oper 

self < fail . We have that a ess  oper to give enough
time the initiator to omplete an operation while allowing
it to timeout on individual a esses. Naturally, oper  self
sin e we want to avoid blo king on operations for the whole
length of time that a transient failure is allowed. Finally, we
have that self < fail be ause we want to ensure that a site
will de lare itself failed before its neighbors will. fail an be
hosen to be 2self .
If a site fails and re overs before self elapses, the failure is
onsidered transient. A ni e feature of quorum onsensus
s hemes is that re overing opies require no spe ial treatment. A re overing opy that missed writes, when in luded
in a quorum group will have its version number smaller than
some other opy in the same group that took part in the
writes. Thus, its value will not be read until written. The
only ondition that breaks the invariant above is if a whole
quorum group fails, misses some writes, and then re overs.
This is an impossible ondition sin e (i) either no writes
ould have taken pla e due to the failed quorum group, or
(ii) if writes took pla e, the re overing quorum must have
been evi ted from the stru ture through re on guration.
If a site fails and re overs after self elapses, or does not
re over at all, the failure is onsidered permanent. Sites
that fail permanently and re over subsequently must join
the stru ture anew before further pro essing requests. Sin e
oper  self , we are guaranteed that the lo k of a permanently failing site has been released by the time the site
de lares itself failed. Sin e self < fail , we are guaranteed
that the lo k has been released by the time the site is evi ted
from the stru ture by its neighbors. Thus, the lo k an safely
be transferred to the neighbor that will take over the failing site's subspa e. The data and asso iated versions hosted
by the failing site are lost and annot be re overed. To ensure onsisten y, the neighbor that takes over the subspa e
and the lo k will need to perform a read operation for the
reassigned data items.

5.2.6 Profiling the Access Ratio and Adaptation
Quorum groups in d-spa es are de ned given a targeted
read/write a ess ratio (wr ). It is on eivable that many
appli ations of interest exhibit identi able data a ess patterns and further, that su h patterns may hange with time,
based on user input or other onditions. Previous work addresses to some extent dynami ally re on gurable quorums
by developing proto ols that adapt to hanges in the environment [15, 19, 3℄.
In our ontext, the re on guration me hanism an be extended to model the urrent a ess pattern. Ea h site lo ally
pro les the observed a ess ratio and establishes an average
with its neighbors and other sites it ommuni ates with.
When the pro led ratio is onsistent and substantially different than the one in e e t, a global re on guration transa tion (e.g. the epo h proto ol) is initiated to redistribute
the read/write quorum sizes. At least a write quorum needs
to be part of the re on guration pro ess. Re on guring in
this sense preserves the repli a spa e and the mapping of
nodes to sites. However, upon su essful re on guration, all
quorums a hed at sites will be invalidated with a transient
performan e penalty.

6. CONCLUDING REMARKS

We have des ribed a method for de ning repli a quorum
groups by arranging parti ipating sites in logi ally stru tured multi-dimensional spa es. The proto ol is a generalization of the Grid proto ol to multiple dimensions. It is also
re ipro al to Grid in the sense that it de nes inverted read
and write quorum groups with respe t to subspa e overs.
The entral argument of our study is that d-spa e quorums
o er a exible way to build proto ols with ideal balan es of
low ommuni ation omplexity and high availability.
First, d-spa es allow the more frequent read operations to
exe ute eÆ iently, at a limited and ontrollable expense of
more rarely exe uted write operations. We have shown that
the ommuni ation omplexity of the proto ol is optimal for
a given read/write a ess ratio. Se ond, and more importantly, read operations an be performed eÆ iently without adversely a e ting the availability of updates. To our
knowledge, the quality of trade-o between read eÆ ien y
and update availability of our approa h is not mat hed by
existing quorum proto ols. Surprisingly, for highly skewed
read/write a ess ratios the availability of updates an approximate or even mat h the availability of read operations.
Existing stru tured quorum s hemes are based on stati
global views. This a hieves good ommuni ation laten ies
but hurts the proto ol's adaptivity as it relies on global
re on guration me hanisms. For d-spa es we propose implementing a ombination of lo al onne tivity on multidimensional spa es and a relaxed form of global views ( a hed
quorums). Future work will establish whether the ability to
lo ally adapt to membership hanges (joins, leaves) and site
failures an o set the performan e penalty in urred by stale
a hed mappings.
Our work has been motivated by the ommonly a epted observation that read a esses to data o ur orders of magnitude more often than updates. We believe that read a esses
will be a de ning hara teristi of usage in future distributed
systems, in luding peer-to-peer ar hite tures. Presently deployed le-sharing utilities t this des ription, with the vast
majority of data exported by parti ipants being unaltered
sin e reation. The read eÆ ien y of the read-few writemany approa h ombined with its good write availability
make it a good andidate for implementing repli a ontrol
proto ols for databases, le-systems, and peer-to-peer networks.
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